
A RESEARCH ON THE IMPACT OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF IPADS ON

THE MATH SKILLS OF MY STUDENTS

This study explored the effects of these new instructional devices by focusing on two student mathematics performance
in and out of app environments, the instructional purposes for which iPads are used in the classroom, and
implementation technical and pedagogical trainings, focused apps for various skills, and a.

Apps related to the previous cycle were also removed at that time. Multiple-case design, or collective case
design, refers to case study research in which a number of instrumental bounded cases are selected to develop
a more in-depth understanding of the phenomena than a single case can provide Chmiliar,  The unit of analysis
in this multiple-case approach was each student participating in the study. In Table 2 , I am including the
subcategories and examples of how these categories are scored. These instructional barriers might be
overcome via a user-friendly tablet-based application designed to implement evidence-based intervention
strategies. My findings in this study were that when the students tested after reading from the iPads, they
scored higher than when they tested after reading from books. They are used to take a piece of information
from a transitory media and put it into other devices. However, mother reported that Child 1 was very attached
to his iPad and it was difficult for her to limit the use of the iPad, particularly since the substantial learning the
child was experience was having such a positive impact on behaviors at home. The majority of the eight
children were able to learn how to use the iPad immediately. In Table 5 , I included the total of the final scores
of each participant and the story they read from both books and iPads. Perhaps playing on the iPad with
strategically selected apps could positively supplement speech and language programming for children with
disabilities. There was also a demonstration of how to use the apps for developing books and videos. The
research took place in an inclusive preschool program with eight preschool children ages three to five
identified as having significant disabilities. Please see Table 1 below on demographics data of participants.
Two of the children demonstrated a range of play skills on the iPad such as creative play or construction that
they were not able to demonstrate in play time in the class. They also observed that the children developed
emergent literacy skills using the device. Or it may be due to the fact that the apps chosen for each cycle were
well designed and included continuous schedules of reinforcement. She felt that it took a lot of time to set up
the iPad with apps and to change the apps for each cycle. Child 1 and 2 learned all of the colors and shapes
including shapes not yet learned by their peers in the classroom such as crescent, pentagon, and octagon. They
also found that motivation, concentration and confidence grew. Demographics data of participants. Table 5.
One application is called Razkids  Increased learning may also be related to the fact that young children are
able to use the device independently.


